Abstract. A morphological analysis of the compartments of the endocytic pathway in baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells has been made using the fluid-phase marker horseradish peroxidase (HRP). The endocytic structures labeled after increasing times of endocytosis have been identified and their volume and surface densities measured. In the first 2 min of HRP uptake the volume density of the labeled structures increased rapidly and thereafter remained constant for the next 13-18 min. This plateau represents the volume density of endosome organelles and accounts for 0.65 % of the cytoplasmic volume (or 6.8/zm 3 per cell). The labeled structures consist of tubular-cisternal elements which are frequently observed in continuity with 300-400 nm vesicles. After 15-20 min of internalization the volume density of HRP-labeled structures again increased rapidly and reached a second plateau between 30 and 60 min of labeling. This second increase corresponded to detectable levels of HRP reaching later, acid phosphatase (AcPase)-reactive compartments. These structures, comprising the prelysosomes and lysosomes, were mostly vesicular and collectively accounted for 3.5 % of the cytoplasmic volume (or 37 /~m 3 per cell). The absolute peripheral surface areas of the two classes of organelles (endosomes and prelysosomes/lysosomes) were estimated to be 430 and 370 /~m 2 per cell, respectively.
ments of the endocytic pathway in baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells has been made using the fluid-phase marker horseradish peroxidase (HRP). The endocytic structures labeled after increasing times of endocytosis have been identified and their volume and surface densities measured. In the first 2 min of HRP uptake the volume density of the labeled structures increased rapidly and thereafter remained constant for the next 13-18 min. This plateau represents the volume density of endosome organelles and accounts for 0.65 % of the cytoplasmic volume (or 6.8/zm 3 per cell). The labeled structures consist of tubular-cisternal elements which are frequently observed in continuity with 300-400 nm vesicles. After 15-20 min of internalization the volume density of HRP-labeled structures again increased rapidly and reached a second plateau between 30 and 60 min of labeling. This second increase corresponded to detectable levels of HRP reaching later, acid phosphatase (AcPase)-reactive compartments. These structures, comprising the prelysosomes and lysosomes, were mostly vesicular and collectively accounted for 3.5 % of the cytoplasmic volume (or 37 /~m 3 per cell). The absolute peripheral surface areas of the two classes of organelles (endosomes and prelysosomes/lysosomes) were estimated to be 430 and 370 /~m 2 per cell, respectively.
The volume of fluid internalized in the first 2 min of uptake was five-to sevenfold less than the volume of the compartment labeled in this time. To account for these results we propose that, after uptake from the cell surface, HRP is delivered to, and diluted in, endosomes that are preexisting organelles initially devoid of the marker. With increasing times of endocytosis the concentration of HRP in the early endosomes increases, as more of the marker enters this compartment. An elevation in HRP concentration in endosomes during the early time points was shown directly using anti-HRP antibodies and colloidal gold on cryosections.
The stereological values given in the present study, in combination with earlier studies, provide a minimum estimate for both the total surface area of membranes and the rate of membrane synthesis in a BHK cell.
NDOCYTOSIS is a property of eukaryotic cells whereby components of the extracellular medium are taken up in membrane-bound vesicles. Previous studies have identified a constitutive form of endocytosis in which components of the medium are internalized either nonadsorptively (fluid-phase endocytosis) or in association with specific receptors (receptor-mediated endocytosis) (Besterman et al., 1981; Helenius et al., 1983; Goldstein et al., 1985; Mellman et al., 1986) . In baby hamster kidney (BHK) cells the constitutive endocytic activity is mediated predominantly by clathrin coated vesicles (Marsh and Helenius, 1980; Pearse and Bretscher, 1981) which form at the cell surface and subsequently fuse with and deliver their membrane and contents to endosomes. Within endosomes the internalized membrane components, ligands, and fluid content are sorted for subsequent redistribution to specific destinations in the cell (Simons and Fuller, 1985; Mellman et al., 1986) .
In 1976 Steinman, Brodie, and Cohn published an important paper that provided the first quantitative estimates of the surface areas and volumes of the endocytic organelles in macrophages and L cells. The organelles were identified, and subsequently measured, using horseradish peroxidase (HRP) j which was taken into the cells by endocytosis. Since that publication, many aspects of the structure, function, and composition of endocytic organelles have been studied in considerable detail. It is now clear that the endocytic pathway can be subdivided into two major compartments, namely the endosomes, the organelles to which ligands and fluid are delivered after uptake from the cell surface, and the lysosomes, the acid hydrolase-rich organelles in which ligands and fluid phase components are degraded. The endosome compartment can be further divided and appears to contain at least two functionally distinct subcompartments (Wall and Hubbard, 1985; Mueller and Hubbard, 1986; Murphy, 1985; Howell, 1986, 1987; Gruenberg et al., 1989; Kielian et al., 1986; Schmid et al., 1988) . The first, the early endosomes, receives all components internalized from the cell surface, and is the first site for sorting and recycling back to the plasma membrane. These organelles are morphologically complex and appear to reside in the peripheral cytoplasm (Wall et al., 1980; Helenius et al., 1983; Geuze et al., 1983; Hopkins and Trowbridge, 1983; Bergeron et al., 1985; Marsh et al., 1986; Gruenberg and Howell, 1987) . The second compartment comprises the late endosomes. According to Mellman et al. (1986) these late organelles function both to receive material from the early endosomes and to deliver their contents into the lysosomes. Our recent data indicates that the late endosomes, defined in this way, encompass two distinct sets of structures. The first are spherical acid phosphatase (AcPase)-negative vesicular structures (referred to in this paper as endosome vesicles) that appear to require intact microtubules for further transport towards the lysosomes. (Gruenberg et al., 1989) . The second is a more distal prelysosomal compartment that is highly enriched in the cation-independent mannose 6-phosphate receptor (MPR) and the lysosomal membrane glycoprotein Lgp 120, and is AcPase-positive (Grifliths et al., 1988 ; Griffiths, G., R. Matteoni, R. Back, and B. Hoflack, manuscript in preparation). The terminal lysosome compartment, where the bulk of acid hydrolase activity is localized, is also Lgp positive but essentially devoid of MPR. Although the structural and functional differences between these endocytic compartments are becoming more clear, their relationship to each other is less obvious. In particular, it remains open whether these organelles are preexisting entities in the cell or whether they arise de novo from the fusion of endocytic coated vesicles .
In this paper we have made a morphometric study of the endocytic pathway in BHK ceils. These cells have been used extensively in previous biochemical and morphological studies of endocytosis (Marsh and Helenius, 1980; Marsh et al., 1983 Marsh et al., , 1987 and for stereological studies of the compartments of the biosynthetic pathway (Grifliths et al., 1984a (Grifliths et al., , 1989 . We have compared the endocytic uptake of three markers (HRP, sucrose, and Lucifer Yellow) and have found that, in contrast to the situation in macrophages (see Swanson et al., 1985) , HRP does not affect the rate of endocytosis in these cells and behaves as a true, nonadsorptive fluid-phase marker. By using both the conventional cytochemical reaction in plastic sections and immunocytochemistry on cryosections, we have used HRP to identify endocytic organelles. In addition, the cytochemical reaction for AcPase has been used to identify the lysosomal and prelysosomal compartments. These markers enabled us to perform a stereological analysis of the surface areas and volumes of endocytic organelles and the dimensions obtained have been compared with direct measurements of fluid-phase endocytosis. Together with measurements made previously, these data provide an estimate of the total area of membrane in a BHK cell and enable us to predict the minimum rates of membrane synthesis in a BHK cell.
Materials and Methods

Cells
Baby hamster kidney (BHK-21) cells were maintained in Glasgow's minimal essential medium (G-MEM) containing 5% FCS and 10% tryptose phosphate broth. For biochemical and morphological experiments, the cells were grown on 35-mm-diam tissue culture dishes for 2 d. In our earlier studies the mean cell volume was estimated using cultures that had just reached confluency (Grifliths et al., 1984a) . Similar cultures were used here at a density of 3.2 x 105 cells per cm 3.
Biochemical Measurement of Fluid-phase Endocytosis
Fluid-phase endocytosis was measured essentially as described (Marsh and Helenius, 1980) . Briefly, 35-mm dishes of cells in duplicate were washed once with G-MEM and then incubated at 37°C, with 0.5 ml prewarmed medium containing either 4 #Ci 3H-sucrose (6 Ci/mmol; Amersham International, Amersham, United Kingdom), 10 mg/ml HRP (Type 2; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) or 2 mg/ml Lucifer Yellow (LY) (Molecular Probes Inc., Eugene OR). At specified times the dishes were placed on ice and washed 10 times with ice-cold Ca++Mg++-free PBS. For reflux experiments the labeling medium was removed and the cells were washed 10 times in G-MEM and recultured in G-MEM at 37°C before washing with cold PBS. Subsequently the cells were scraped, transferred to centrifuge tubes, and washed three times with cold PBS by resuspending the cell pellet and centrifuging for 5 min at 1,500 rpm. The final cell pellet was resuspended in 0.5 ml PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 (Pierce Chemical Co., Rockford, IL) and 0.2% BSA. Total cell protein was determined using bicinchoninic acid (Pierce Chemical Co.) as described (Smith et al., 1985) . 3H-sucrose activity was assayed by counting aliquots of the resuspended cell pellets in a scintillation counter (model LS 7500; Beckman Instruments, Inc., Palo Alto, CA). HRP was determined using a-dianisidine (Marsh et al., 1987) and LY was measured using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (model MPF-3L; Perkin Elmer Corp., Norwalk, CT) as described (Swanson et al., 1985) .
Electron Microscopy: Epon Sections
The cells were washed once in fresh G-MEM and incubated at 37°C in prewarmed G-MEM containing 10 mg/ml HRP. Endocytosis was stopped at the required time by removing the medium, placing the dishes on ice, and washing twice (1-2 min each) with ice-cold FBS. The cells were then fixed with cold 1% glutaraldehyde in 200 mM cacodylate buffer (CB) pH 7.2, which was then allowed to warm to room temperature for 30 min. To visualize HRP, the fixed cells were rinsed with CB and incubated in CB containing 0.1% diaminobenzidine (DAB) for 1 min. The HRP-DAB reaction was initiated by adding H202, to a final concentration of 0.01%. After 2 rain in the dark, the DAB solution was removed, the cells were washed in CB, postfixed for 60 rain with 1% OsO4, containing 1.5% potassium ferricyanide, and block stained for 1 h with 0.5% magnesium uranyl acetate in water.
AcPase was visualized by the lead capture method using ~-glycerophosphate as substrate (Grifliths et al., 1983) . For cells labeled with HRP the method was adapted as follows: the cells were fixed, and washed in several changes of CB followed by acetate buffer (pH 5.0). The preparations were then incubated in the ~-glycerophosphate-lead nitrate medium containing 10% (voi/vol) dimethylsulfoxide for 75 min at 37°C. Subsequently, the sampies were rinsed briefly in acetate buffer, returned to CB, treated with DAB, and then with osmium and uranyl acetate as above.
After these steps the preparations were rinsed with distilled water, dehydrated in ethanol and propylene oxide, and the cell monolayer removed during the latter step as described (Grittiths et al., 19840) . The cells were centrifuged to form a hard pellet (5 min at 13,000 g) and embedded in Epon.
Bovine serum albumin was conjugated to 5 nm gold particles at a concentration of 1 mg/ml. This was added to the culture medium at an OD520 value of 5. gen and then into a 5 % solution of osmium tetroxide in acetone on dry ice (-70"C). The fragments were left in this solution overnight at -70", then 2 h at -20°C, followed by 2 h at 4°C. After warming up briefly to room temperature the fragments were embedded in Epon.
Cryomicrotomy and Immunocytochemistry
Cryosections were prepared and labeled with antibodies and protein A-gold as described (Griffiths et al., 1984b) . The cells, which had internalized 10 mg/ml HRP for 2, 5, or 10 min, were removed from the monolayer using 50 #g/ml proteinase K on ice (Green et al., 1981) and fixed with 1% glutaraldehyde in 200 mM Hepes buffer, pH 7.4. The anti-HRP antiserum was a kind gift of Drs. S. Avrameas and L. Teyrnick. Control incubations involved the use of antibodies to Semliki Forest virus and vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV).
For the quantitation of the anti-HRP labeling, 30 micrographs (primary magnification 17,000) of the cell cytoplasm were taken from random cryosections of appropriate thickness and preservation. By analogy to our earlier studies where the average section thickness was estimated to be 80-100 nm (Grifliths et al., 1984b) , we assume our sections to be in this thickness range. After enlarging the negatives (×4.1) and using grid type AI00 (Weibel, 1979) , the number of points and the number of gold particles over labeled endosome structures were counted.
In a few experiments cells that had internalized BSA-goId (see above) for 5 or 10 rain at 37"C were also prepared for cryosectioning.
Stereological Analysis
To determine the surface area and volumes of the various compartments in absolute units, an estimate of the mean cell volume of the BHK cell was required. In an earlier study (Griffiths et al., 1984a) we estimated this parameter to be 3,900/~m 3. It has since become evident that this value was overestimated by a factor of 2.4 (see Griltiths et al., 1989) . We have recently used two different stereological methods to obtain a more accurate estimate of the mean cell volume (described in Grittiths et al., 1989) . In addition Davoust et al. (1987) estimated the BHK cell volume by a biochemical method. The results using these methods were found to be in reasonable agreement and gave an average value of 1,400 + 210/zm 3 for the BHK cell volume. We have used this estimate in the present study.
For each time point three Epon blocks were sectioned at random, and random micrographs were taken as described (Griltiths et al., 1984a) . The micrographs were enlarged 4.1 times (linear) on a projector system designed at European Molecular Biological Laboratory. An acetate transparent sheet with an appropriate grid system was placed over the screen, and estimates of the surface and volume densities were made by point and intersection counting (Weibel, 1979) . In this study a number of different single-and double-lattice grids type AI00 or D64 (Weibel, 1979) were used with the required distance between the lines of the lattice value.
The analysis was done at three different levels, each at a different magnification. Level 1. Primary magnification 2,800. By relating the number of points over the nucleus to those over the cytoplasm the volume density (volume fraction) of the cytoplasm (cy) per cell (ce) was estimated, that is Vv (cy, ce).
Level 2. Primary magnification 17,000. A double-lattice grid (D64) was used (Weibel, 1979) . By counting the number of the "large" points of the double-lattice grid over cytoplasm and the number of "small" points of the double-lattice grid over the structure of interest the volume densities of the following organelles were estimated: tubules of early endosomes, Vv(en-t,cy); vesicles of early endosomes, Vv (en-v, cy) ; prelysosomes and lysosomes, Vv(l,cy); mitochondria, Vv(mit,cy).
Level 3. Primary magnification 28,000. By relating the number of points of the lattice grid (AI00) over the structure of interest with the number of intersections with its outer limiting membrane the surface densities, Sv (or surface to volume ratios) of the following parameters were estimated: tubules of early endosomes, Sv (en-t,en-t) ; vesicles of early endosomes, Sv (env, en-v) ; prelysosomes and lysosomes, Sv(l,l); outer mitochondrial membranes, Sv(ora,mit); inner mitochondrial membranes, Sv(im,mit) .
The volume density is estimated from the ratio of the total number of points over the structure (x) to the total number over the reference space (in most cases the cytoplasmic volume, cy).
The surface density, Sv, is estimated as
where I is the number of intersections with the grid in both vertical and horizontal directions, P the number of points, and d the distance between points. When d is given in microns, Sv is obtained in units of microns -I . Computation was done according to the method of Cruz-Orive (1982), as described previously (Griffiths et al., 1984a) . In the tables the data are expressed as mean + standard error of the mean.
Correction Factors
Section compression is unlikely to contribute a significant error to the stereological estimates (see Grifliths et al., 1984/7) and was ignored. The Sv estimates were made at a final magnification of 115,000 in order to avoid "resolution effects" (Paumag~irtner and Weibel, 1978) . The vesicular and cisternal structures estimates here are all significantly larger than the average section thickness ("o40 nm). However, the diameter of the endosome 80406020 A cated, the dishes were placed on ice, the cells washed thoroughly with 0°C PBS, and the cell-associated radioactivity and total protein determined as described in Materials and Methods. For each marker fluid-phase endocytosis was calculated from the initial specific activity of the marker in the medium and is expressed as nanoliters of fluid internalized per microgram cell protein and converted to nl/106 cells. A second series of dishes (zx) in A were incubated with 3H-sucrose for 40 min at 37°C, washed, and incubated in medium without 3H-sucrose for between 5 min and 3 h at 37°C. Subsequently, the cells were placed on ice, washed, and the cell-associated radioactivity and protein determined. In C the plates were incubated in media containing Lucifer Yellow (t2) or media containing Lucifer Yellow and HRP (,x).
tubules is often less than the section thickness. Therefore a correction factor has been derived for the Holmes, or overprojection, effect (Weibel, 1979) . For this correction we have assumed that all endosomal structures <80 nm diam are tubular (in fact this is not the case; serial sections revealed that some, though not all, of the tubular profiles <50 nm diam were sections through endosomal cisternal elements [see below]). The method involves estimating the section thickness, the mean diameter (d), and the mean length (D) of profiles of the tubules in random sections. From these parameters the correction factor can be determined from the graphs found in Weibel (1979) . Stereological principles are ideally suited to "infinitely thin sections." The more deviation from this ideal (i.e., as section thickness increases), the greater the error. Correction factors were therefore derived for three different thicknesses of sections, estimated by the fold procedure (Small, 1968) , in order to get an approximate idea as to how much section thickness might influence the overprojection effect. We emphasize that, since we do not know the proportion of the <80-nm profiles that are tubular, these correction factors are only approximate and can only give an impression of the magnitude of error that is possible.
Results
Fluid-phase Endocytosis
HRP has been used extensively in morphological and biochemical analyses of endocytosis (see, for example, Steinman et al., 1976; Marsh and Helenius, 1980; Marsh et al., 1986; Swanson et al., 1985; Sullivan et al., 1987; de Chastellier et al., 1987) . However, Swanson et al. 0985) found that HRP can increase the endocytic activity in thioglycoUatestimulated murine peritoneal macrophages. In addition, they confirmed that HRP does not recycle in macrophages (Steinman et al., 1976) and questioned the use of this reagent as a nonadsorptive marker of constitutive endocytosis in macrophages. To ensure that HRP could be used as a fluid-phase marker in BHK-21 cells, we examined the uptake of three chemically different fluid-phase markers. Confluent 35-ram dishes of cells were incubated for up to 4 h in 37°C medium containing 3H-sucrose, HRP, or LY. Subsequently the cells were washed, the cell-associated activity determined, and the fluid volume internalized was estimated from the specific activity of the medium. Uptake was proportional to the concentration of the label in the medium (not shown) for each marker and displayed biphasic kinetics ( * Assuming that all the tubulo-cisternal endosome structures were made up of real tubules only. For a detailed description of how these correction factors are estimated, and the assumptions therein, see Weibel, 1979 . * Determined using the fold procedure of Small (1968) .
3 h. The differences in the uptake of three markers is not understood, but some variation can be expected as a consequence of the different ways in which the cells will handle three chemically different markers. The variation in the initial rates of uptake is <30% and subsequent calculations have been made using the values as upper and lower estimates of fluid phase uptake. The estimate for the uptake of 3H-sucrose is similar to that previously published for BHK cells (Marsh and Helenius, 1980) . The biphasic accumulation of cell-associated label arises as a result of recycling of a portion of the internalized marker to the medium. The initial phase of uptake provides an estimate for the volume of fluid-phase uptake alone. The later accumulation of marker, which occurs after 60 min of endocytosis, reflects the steady state situation when endocytosis and recycling have reached equilibrium. At this stage the accumulation of marker reflects the transfer of internalized fluid to later stages of the endocytic pathway from which recycling is either nonexistent or of relatively small magnitude (Besterman et al., 1981; Swanson et al., 1985) . To confirm that internalized label is recycled, BHK cells were labeled for 40 min, washed, and recultured in marker-free medium at 37°C. An experiment with 3H-sucrose is shown in Fig. 1 A. Within 10 min the cell-associated radioactivity declined to '~50% of that at the beginning of the chase and over the next 3 h decreased further by 10-15 %. Similar recycling was observed with HRP (not shown).
The relatively similar rates of fluid-phase endocytosis measured with the three different markers suggested that uptake was not influenced by the markers themselves. Since Swanson et al. (1985) had shown that HRP can stimulate fluid-phase uptake in macrophages, we measured LY uptake both in the presence and absence of HRP. The results (Fig.  1 C) show that the presence of 10 mg/ml HRP did not significantly affect the uptake or accumulation of LY in BHK cells. Figure 2 . A-C show Epon sections of BHK cells that had internalized HRP for 30 s. In A a clathrin coated vesicle is seen (arrow). In B small labeled profiles are evident near the plasma membrane (the profile on the left may be a coated vesicle). In C one of these labeled profiles is seen in close proximity to a Golgi stack and a larger unlabeled structure (L) which is either a prelysosome or lysosome. In D (5-min HRP), E, F, and G (10-min HRP) typical endosome structures are apparent. In D, at low magnification, three endosome profiles can be seen (arrows). In E, F, and G, higher magnification, the main features are tubulo-cisternal projections (small arrows) in continuity with larger vesicular profiles (large arrows). The asterisks in D-G indicate the electron-transparent area that is partially enclosed by the endosome structure; in E some ill-defined structural feature is evident in this area. The arrowhead in F indicates vesicular inclusions within the endosome vesicle. An endosome profile is also indicated next to the plasma membrane (P) by the small double arrows. The inset in F shows an apparent free endosome vesicle (V). In G the large arrow shows an area where the tubulo-cisternal part of the endosome is clearly artifactually fractured or extracted, giving a clear example of the lability of endosomes. Bars, 200 nm. enclosed by the endosome tubulo-cistemal structures in cells labeled for 2 min with HRE For reasons explained in the text we believe these myelin-like structures are artifacts. Bars, 100 nm.
Morphology of HRP-labeled OrganeUes
The biochemical estimates of endocytosis demonstrate that HRP is treated as a fluid-phase marker by BHK cells and can, therefore, be used as a marker to identify organelles involved in fluid-phase endocytosis. BHK cells were incubated with HRP at 37°C for times between 30 s and 2 h, washed, fixed, and treated with DAB. The labeled organelles were then identified by the electron dense HRP-DAB reaction product. En bloc staining with magnesium uranyl acetate improved the fine structure preservation of the organelles and enabled a number of features to be seen that had not been apparent in our previous study.
From as early as 30 s after the onset of labeling, HRPcontaining coated vesicles (Fig. 2 A) and tubular elements (Fig. 2 B) could be seen in the cell periphery and occasionally deeper in the cytoplasm (Fig. 2 C; see below) . In cells labeled for 2 min or longer, other endosomal structures, larger vesicles and numerous tubular profiles, became apparent (Fig. 2, D-G) . Serial sections indicated that a number, though not all, of the tubular profiles were sections through cisternallike structures, that is, membranes aligned in parallel that extend through a number of sections in a series. The mean membrane-to-membrane spacing for these tubular/cisternal structures was 36.2 + 1 nm in a 21-nm section and 46.8 + 2 nm in a 65-nm section (Table I) . Many of the structures, previously considered as vacuoles, appeared as bowl-shaped cisternae (Figs. 2, D-G, and 3 A) and often enclosed a myelin-like membrane structure which appeared, in some micrographs, to be continuous with the membrane of the cisternae (Figs. 2 E, and 3, C, and D). In a number of cases this structure seemed to be extracted during specimen preparation and appeared as an electron-transparent zone (asterisks in Fig. 2, F and G). The dimensions of the myelin-like membrane structures, which we believe to be preparation artifacts (see Discussion), are not included in the estimates of endosome surface area and volume.
Parts of the cisternal structures were enlarged and conmined tubulo-vesicular membrane profiles in their lumen (Fig. 2, E and F) . Spherical vesicles (Fig. 2 F, inset) , with similar internal contents, were seen in serial sections both with, and without, obvious attachment to other endosomal components. The mean diameter of the vesicular structures that labeled up to 15 rain was found to be 162 + 12 nm. These measurements exclude those vesicles with diameters of 80 nm or less.
Even after 30 s of HRP internalization HRP-labeled profiles could be seen close to elements of the Golgi complex (Fig. 2 C) and the centriole. At times later than 2 min the frequency of these structures increased (Fig. 3, A and B) . It should be noted that in many cultured cells the Golgi complex is often found close to the plasma membrane. Thus in the absence of markers, endocytic structures such as that shown in Fig. 2 C would be morphologically indistinguish- able from components of the trans-Golgi network (TGN [Griffiths and Simons, 1986] ).
After 20 min of HRP internalization many different kinds of labeled structures were seen (Figs. 3 and 4 ). These were large vesicles (up to 3 #m diam) with vesicular contents and with tubular extensions (Fig. 4) . Many of these structures contained internal membranes (Fig. 4 B) and were reminiscent of the MPR-enriched prelysosomal structures seen in normal rat kidney (NRK) cells (Grifliths et al., 1988) . In addition, long tubular (or cisternal) structures were occasionally observed (Fig. 4, C and D) which appeared similar to "tubular lysosomes" (Swanson et al., 1987) . Finally, some of the larger vesicles and their tubular extensions contained large, often rod-shaped, electron-transparent structures (Fig.  4 B) reminiscent of the cholesterol crystals that accumulate in the lumen of AcPase-reactive vesicles in cells of animals kept on a high cholesterol diet (Shio et al., 1979) .
From reasons given in the Discussion, as well as from the AcPase data described below, we assume that the structures that label after 20-30 min HRP internalization correspond to a combination of prelysosomes and lysosomes.
Morphology of the Early Endosomes after Freeze Substitution
The curved, bowl-shaped early endosome cisternae are very distinct and unexpected structures. To confirm that this organization was not due to our specimen preparation protocol we used two additional approaches to visualize the structures: if a structure is artifactually altered by one approach it would seem unlikely that it would be similarly affected by a different protocol. The first alternative was freeze substitution of cells that had internalized BSA-gold for periods up to 15 min at 37°C. The second was to cryosection aldehyde-fixed cells (see below).
For freeze substitution, cells were rapidly frozen and then treated overnight with osmium tetroxide in acetone at -70°C, followed by gradual warming to, and embedding in Epon at, room temperature. Although the cells are chemically fixed by the osmium, the procedure is quite different from the conventional aldehyde fixation followed by osmium at physiological temperatures. Since HRP cannot be used as an endocytic marker in freeze-substituted samples, an alternative label was required. For this purpose BSA-gold conjugates were used. Fig. 5 shows, using conventional Epon sections and DAB, that HRP and BSA-gold are internalized into the same endocytic vesicles. The structure of the early endosomes marked by BSA-gold in the freeze-substituted, Epon-embedded preparations of BHK cells (Fig. 6 ) was virtually identical to that seen with the DAB reaction product after conventional embedding.
Volume of the Endocytic Compartments
The volume density (volume fraction) of the endocytic organelles was determined as described in Materials and Methods. After 30 and 60 s of endocytosis, the volume density of the HRP-labeled structures was 0.07 and 0.10%, respectively (Fig. 7) . The volume of the labeled structures then increased rapidly up to 2 mill of labeling and corresponded to the appearance of HRP in larger tubulo-vesicular organelles. Between 2 and 15-20 min the volume of the labeled organelles remained approximately constant (Fig. 7) .
Previous biochemical and cell fractionation experiments using BHK cells have shown that ligands internalized by receptor-mediated endocytosis, or HRP taken up by fluidphase endocytosis, first enter a degradative compartment 15-20 min after uptake from the cell surface (Marsh et al., 1983; unpublished data) . The data of Gruenberg et al. (1989) for BHK cells, and Schmid et al. (1988) for Chinese hamster ovary cells, indicate that by 15 rain the HRP will have gained access to two functionally distinct endosome compartments. Since the volume density of the HRP-labeled structures was constant from 2 to 15 min after the addition of HRP, we assume that the mean of the estimates taken between these time points, 0.65 %, is an indication of the volume density of two distinct endosome compartments. In agreement with the latter suggestion, we could distinguish two types of structures labeled within 15 min of HRP uptake. These were the tubules or cisternae, with profile diameters less than about 80 rim, and the vesicular structures with profile diameters exceeding 80 nm (see above). Using these criteria the volume density measurements indicated that 72 % of the volume of the endosomes (0.47% of the cytoplasmic volume) was in tubulocisternal structures and 28% (0.18% of the cytoplasmic volume) was in the vesicular profiles (Table II) . Assuming a cytoplasmic volume of 1,050 #m 3 ) the absolute volume of the endosomes per BHK cell was calculated to be 6.8 /zm 3 (Table III) . Of this, endocytic coated vesicles probably represent <10% of the total endosome compartment. Assuming that endocytic coated vesicles have an internal diameter of 100 nm and an internal volume of 5 x l0 -4/#m3, then the number of vesicles required to internalize 0.42-0.57 #m 3 fluid-phase each minute would be 850-1,130.
Between 20-30 min of HRP uptake the volume of the labeled compartment doubled while that of the tubular-cistemal structures increased by 60% (Fig. 7) . As discussed above this increase in volume density corresponded to the delivery of HRP to late endocytic compartments. The increase in volume compared to the endosome organelles defined by the 15 rain time point was equivalent to ~0.9% of the cytoplasmic volume. After the second increase, the total volume of the HRP-labeled structures remained relatively constant until the end of the labeling period at 2 h. Thus, the volume of the late endocytic compartments accessible to HRP after 2 h at 37°C was 9.4 #mVcell.
After incubation of cells with HRP for 2 h at 20°C, a condition that blocks endosome to lysosome transport (Marsh et al., 1983) , the volume density of the labeled organelles was 0.81%, 20 % larger than the volume of the endosome compartment measured after 15 rain at 37°C (Table II) . Colocaiization of HRP and AcPase suggested that this increase is due to some HRP entering the AcPase-positive prelysosomal compartment at 20°C (not shown).
The diameters of the endosome tubules we measured approached, or were less than, the average section thickness. Consequently the volume measurements may be exaggerated due to the Holmes or overprojection effect. Weibel 0979) has outlined methods to arrive at correction factors for this phenomenon. For these corrections we must first assume that the whole of the tubular part of the endosome is made up completely of finger-like tubules rather than extensive cisternal sheets. As described above this assumption is not completely valid. However, we wanted to get an idea of the possible magnitude of any error. Table I lists the three parameters esti- Figure 5 . Epon sections of cells that had internalized 10 mg/ml HRP and BSA-gold for 10 min at 37°C. Most of the gold particles are indicated by white arrows. In A a section through a cup-shaped reticular part of the endosome is evident as is the widening in its lower part (arrowhead). Adjacent tubular profiles are also seen (arrows). B and D indicate the curved cisternal structures surrounding an amorphous area (asterisks) that are reminiscent of liquid droplets. The arrowheads in C, D, and E show the enlarged "vesicular" parts that are in continuity with the cisternal structures. A similar continuity is also evident in C, which also shows an apparently unlabeled vesicle (/arge arrow) in continuity with the labeled endosome. E shows an example of a more extended form of an endosome reticular structure. Findicates an endosome vesicle. Bars, 100 nm. Table III we have added the corrected Vv values for the endosome tubular-cisternal parts in order to show what they would be if we assumed (arbitrarily) that the real (finger-like) tubules made up 50% of the volume of endosomes. These corrections would reduce our volume and surface estimates for the endosome by up to one-third.
Increase in HRP Concentrations in Endosomes: Structure of Endosomes in Cryosections
Our biochemical estimates indicated that BHK cells internalize 0.42-0.57/zm 3 of fluid per cell per minute. In 2 min a cell will internalize 0.84-1.13 #m 3, and in 15 min 6.2-8.5 #m 3. The volume of the HRP-labeled organelles, estimated morphometrically, increased rapidly to 6.8/~m 3 after 2 min and then remained constant for a further 13-18 min. With the given rate of internalization it should take 12-15 min to internalize 6.8 #m 3 of fluid. The simplest interpretation of these data is that incoming HRP is initially delivered from a relatively small pool of coated vesicles to larger, initially marker-free organelles. If this is true then the concentration of HRP in endosomes should increase from 2 to 15 min.
To determine whether the marker concentrations in endosomes varied, BHK cells were labeled for 2, 5, or 10 min with HRP at 37°C, then washed, fixed, and processed for cryo-ultramicrotomy. Thin cryosections were thawed, and incubated with rabbit antibodies against HRP followed by protein A-gold. The HRP-containing structures observed (Figs. 8 and 9) were morphologically similar to those seen in plastic sections. In the cryosections several features of the endosomes were clearer than in Epon sections and the complex nature of the endosome tubulo-cisternal parts, in particular, was often more easily appreciated. Significantly, the gold particles, indicative of HRP, were localized predominantly to the periphery of the tubulo-cisternal structures. As Table I1 . . * Vesicles here is defined as any labeled structure that has a diameter >80 nm. § Correction assuming the correction factor 0.62 from Table I . Note that since these correction factors have a number of assumptions inherent to them (see text) it is difficult to be confident of their validity.
Volume Density of HRP-labeled Endocytic Organelles and AcPase-positive Structures
with the DAB reaction (Fig. 2, G and F) , the gold was often clearly seen between the two membranes of a cisternae (Fig.  8 , B and C). In other cases, the particles were predominantly on the periphery of the structure (Figs. 8 A and 9 A), but an inner membrane was not clearly visualized. It was also evident was the fact that the vesicular and tubular membranes within the lumen of early endosome vesicles stood out more clearly in cryosections (Fig. 8, D-Fand 9 A) . Finally, images suggestive of coated domains were observed (Fig. 9 B) . The nature of these coats is unclear but, from earlier studies (Geuze et al., 1983) , we presume that at least some are composed of clathrin. The density of gold particles over endosomes in cells incubated with HRP for 10 min was approximately three-to fivefold higher than the density of particles over the organelles in the 2-rain labeled cells (Fig. 10 ). This increase in density was observed first in the tubulo-cisternal portions of the endosome compartment and subsequently in the endosome vesicles. Significantly, the density of label over the tubulo-cisternal parts of the endosome was higher than that over the vesicular parts, even in cases where the two structures appeared continuous. It is unclear whether this reflects a genuine variation in the HRP concentration within the two structures, or is simply due to variable labeling efficiencies arising, for example, from differences in the accessibility of antibodies to the antigen. However, the data are consistent with the notion that the HRP concentration in endosomes increases in the first few minutes after uptake and that the tubulo-cisternal structures are proximal to the vesicular ones.
An alternative way to visualize the endosome structures in cryosections was to look at the cells that had internalized BSA-gold (see above). Both the tubulo-cisternal parts of the endosomes, including the curved bowl-shaped cisternae and the endosome vesicles (Fig. 11 ) appeared very similar to the organelles observed in the other preparations (above).
Volume of the AcPase-reactive Structures
AcPase has been used extensively as a cytochemical marker for lysosomes (Novikoff and Novikoff, 1977) . This marker is not, however, limited to lysosomes, but also appears in variable amounts in the TGN and the Golgi stacks (Novikoff and Novikoff, 1977; Hand and Oliver, 1984; Griffiths and Simons, 1986) . Recently, we found that the MPR-enriched prelysosomal compartment in NRK cells is the first station on the endocytic pathway that reacts significantly for AcPase (Grifliths, G., R. Matteoni, R. Back, and B. Hoflack, manuscript submitted for publication). To determine whether the increase in the volume of the HRP-labeled compartment observed after 20 min of endocytosis corresponded to delivery of the marker to prelysosomes and lysosomes, we compared the volume of the HRP-reactive structures distal to the endosomes with the volume of the endocytic structures that react for AcPase.
We did not want to include the TGN or other parts of the Golgi complex in these estimates. Since the TGN contains primarily tubular-cisternal structures and most of the late endocytic structures are large vesicular organelles (>100 nm) we counted only those AcPase-reactive structures with profile diameters >100 nm. The result (Table  II) indicates that 3.5% of the cytoplasmic volume (37/~m 3 per cell) was occupied by these large vesicular structures. This value must obviously be considered an underestimate, as any tubular-cisternal parts of late endocytic structures are not included. Note, however, that the tubular-cisternal parts of late endocytic structures (between 20-and 120-min internalization) can only be expected to account for "00.25% of the cytoplasmic volume (Fig. 7) .
After 2-h incubation with HRP the total volume of labeled structures accounted for 1.5% of the cytoplasmic volume (Fig. 7) . Since the endosomes account for 0.65 %, it can be concluded that HRP-reactive distal structures that labeled after 2 h comprised only 0.85 % of the cytoplasmic volume or ,025 % of the AcPase-positive structures.
To determine whether longer incubations with HRP would fill the remaining organelles, or whether a significant proportion of lysosomes are not functionally connected to endosomes, we incubated cells with HRP for 2 h and then chased the label for a further 2 h in HRP-free medium. In this way, only the distal compartments should be visualized. After a 2-h pulse and a 2-h chase, the volume density of HRP-labeled structures was similar to that estimated for the total AcPasereactive vesicles, suggesting that the whole population of AcPase-reactive vesicles were now accessible to the marker (Table II) . The mean diameter of these HRP-reactive vesicles was 524 + 30 nm.
Surface Area of Endosomes, Lysosomes, and Coated Pits
From the volume density of a membrane compartment the surface density (Sv) (or surface to volume ratio) can be estimated from high magnification micrographs by relating intersections of a lattice grid to the area (measured by "points") of the grid lying over the compartment of interest. The Sv for endosome tubules, vesicles, and for lysosomes are given in Table IH . Note that these estimates only consider the outer, limiting membranes of the structures and the internal membranes were not scored. By multiplying the absolute volume of these compartments per cell by their surface densities the absolute surface areas per cell were estimated. The results indicate that the total surface area of endosomes per average BHK cell is 430 t~m 2 and that of the prelysosomes and lysosomes 370 #m 2. By measuring the ratio of intersections of the lattice grid with coated pits relative to the total Figure 8 . Cryosections of BHK cells that had internalized HRP for either 2 (A, D, and F) or 10 rain (B, C, and E) that were labeled with anti-HRP followed by protein A-gold (arrows in A). In A a tubulo-cisternal part of the endosome appears as a vesicle although the HRP reaction is mostly confined to the "periphery ~ (arrows). R is likely that the periphery is made up of two closely opposed membranes that are enclosing a (cytosolic?) space (cf . Figs. 2 , 5, and 6). In B and Cthe inner and outer membranes are more distinct (arrows). The arrowhead in A indicates a cistemal profile. In D, E, and F endosome vesicle structures are shown. Note the membranous contents (small arrows in D and F). The arrowhead in F indicates a continuity between the vesicular part of the endosome and a tubulo-cisternal part. Such images suggest that these vesicles may bud-off from the early endosome. Bars, 100 rim. plasma membrane we estimated that coated pits occupy 1.6 :t: 0.3 % of the plasma membrane surface (in agreement with Anderson et al., 1977) . Assuming these pits will give rise to coated vesicles of 100 nm diam, this amount of surface would give rise to 1,170 coated vesicles. From the biochemical measurements of fluid-phase uptake we estimated that 850-1,130 coated vesicles should leave the cell surface each minute. Together, these data indicate that the lifetime of a cell surface coated pit is •l min.
Total Surface Area of Membranes in BHK Cells
Surface Area of the Inner and Outer Mitochondrial Membranes. Since we had previously measured the absolute volumes and surface areas of the endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi complex, and the plasma membrane (Gritfiths et al., 1984a (Gritfiths et al., , 1989 ) and here present estimates for the endocytic pathway, we also determined the total volume and surface areas of the one remaining large pool of membranes in the cell, the mitochondria. Taking the mean cell volume to be Figure 11 . Structure of endosomes in cryosections of cells that had internalized BSA-gold for 10 min at 37°C. A shows a labeled clathrin coated vesicle (arrowhead) adjacent to the plasma membrane (P). B and C show typical endosome tubulo-cisternal structures: the arrows indicate the two closely apposed membranes. In D a larger vesicular structure is seen (arrowhead) in continuity with the cup-shaped structure. Note the amorphous appearance of the "space" enclosed by the cup-shaped structures (asterisks) in B-D. E shows a labeled endosome vesicle. The tubular nature of the membrane structures in the lumen is evident (arrow). Bars, 100 nm.
1,400 #m 3 (Grifliths et al., 1989) and without taking into account any correction factors (see Paumg/irtner and Weibel, 1978 ) the absolute volume occupied by the mitochondria was estimated to be •67 #m 3 per cell; the surface areas of the outer and inner membranes were 1,080 and 3,590 #m 2, respectively. Table IV lists the surface areas and volumes of the major membrane compartments of the BHK cell. The value of 15,860 t~m 2 for the total membrane surface must be considered an underestimate since it does not include transport vesicles, the TGN, other unidentified membrane compartments, or the membranes contained within endocytic structures.
Discussion
The aim of this study was to measure the volume and surface areas of the organelles that make up the endocytic pathway in BHK cells. A schematic diagram of these organelles is shown in Fig. 12 . The stereological estimates of the organelles, visualized by their progressive filling with horseradish peroxidase, comprised the major part of the study. The data indicate that the volume density of HRP-labeled compartments increased rapidly in the first 2 min after addition of the marker and then remained constant for the next 13-18 min. This period was followed by a second rapid increase in volume, between about 20 and 30 min. With respect to the plateau (between 2 and 15-20 min) our interpretation is as follows. Within 2 min HRP is delivered to all endosome structures and the HRP-DAB reaction product completely fills the lumen of these organelles. With increasing time, more HRP solution enters the endosomes, but the volume remains constant, presumably due to an efltux of fluid back to the medium (Besterman et al., 1981; Adams et al., 1982; Thilo, 1985; Swanson et al., 1985) . As the cellassociated HRP activity continues to increase at these early times, the concentration of HRP in the endosomes must increase. This increase was demonstrated directly by quantitating HRP on cryosections. We assume that some HRP moves to later compartments during this period, but in amounts below the level of detection. After 15-20 min a second rapid increase in volume density corresponds to the delivery of significant amounts of HRP to the later stages of the endoeytic pathway, the prelysosomes and lysosomes. This interpretation is similar to that given by Steinman et al. (1976) who described the first plateau of volume density (which occurred after 5 min in their study) as filling of the "pinosome" compartment and the second plateau as filling of the "secondary lysosome" compartment, by which they referred to all structures distal to the pinosomes. The volume and surface densities of the HRP-labeled compartments in BHK cells can be compared to those reported by Steiuman et al. (1976) for L cells and macrophages. The endosome and lysosome volumes of BHK and L cells are very similar, though the membrane areas of L cell endosomes and lysosomes (expressed as a proportion of the cell surface area) are significantly smaller than in BHK cells. In contrast, the volume of the secondary lysosome compartment in macrophages is very similar to the AcPase-containing compartment of BHK cells, while the surface areas of BHK cell endosomes and lysosomes are similar to those of the corresponding compartments in macrophages. Significantly, however, the pinosome volume in macrophages is five times larger than the endosomes in BHK cells. The reasons for these differences are unclear. Variations between cell types will undoubtedly provide some explanation; however, the observation that HRP can stimulate the rate of fluid-phase endocytosis in macrophages (Swanson et al., 1985) , but has no such effect in BHK cells, suggests that the systems are not directly comparable. In addition, the significant differences that we observe in the morphology of the organelles, especially endosomes, will certainly affect the measurement of the compartment's dimen- pear to "leak' through the 20°C block into the first AcPase compartment-the PLC. The latter is considered to be equivalent to the cation-independent MPR-enriched compartment (Grittiths et al., 1988) . We have no direct evidence for this compartment in BHK cells since our anti-MPR antibodies do not react with these cells at the EM level: for reasons given in the discussion, however, we believe it is likely that AcPase does react with two functionally distinct late endocytic structures, as indicated.
sions. Endosomes, defined here as those structures that label with HRP between 2-and 15-rain internalization, are clearly complex in three dimensions. Previous published work has indicated that these organelles contain tubular, cisternal, and vesicular components (see, for example, Wall et al., 1980; Geuze et al., 1983; Hopkins, 1983) . Our experiments here show that the total surface area of the endosomes, as well as the volume of the tubulo-cisternal parts of the early endosome, was significantly greater than that of the vesicular parts (Table 111) and argues against the notion that the bulk of the volume of the endosome is in the vesicular structures. The cisternal parts of the endosome, which presumably contains the bulk of the volume, are extensive and show a striking tendency to form curved, bowl-shaped organelles enclosing an ill-defined space. This has also been confirmed by serial sectioning (results not shown). The fact that we observe similar structures by three different preparation regimes, namely conventional plastic sections, freeze-substituted specimens, and cryosectioning, makes it unlikely that these structures are artifacts. The cisternal structures are, however, obviously labile and often show a tendency to "explode" so that the HRP-DAB reaction product leaks into the enclosed space. In retrospect, we believe that some of the structures referred to in the previous studies (Steiuman et al., 1976; Marsh et al., 1986; de Chastellier et al., 1987) as "vesicles" may, in fact, have been poorly preserved bowl-shaped cisternae. Furthermore, these structures are not unique to BHK cells and have been observed in many different cell types including L cells and macrophages (Grifliths, G., unpublished data) . The nature of the space enclosed by the cisternae is unclear. In plastic sections it is often filled by myelin-like arrays which we believe to be a preparation artifact since these structures were not seen in routine cryosections of aldehyde-fixed cells, nor in hydrated cryosections (sections of rapidly cooled, unfixed cells viewed in the vitreous state in the cold stage of the electron microscope [McDowall et al., 1989] ). The space often appears to be in continuity with, but more electron transparent than, the surrounding cytosol and in fixed cryosections it is always completely electron transparent. In addition to the tubulo-cisternal parts of the endosome, vesicular structures were also observed. We have referred to all structures larger than 80 nm in cross section that label with HRP in the first plateau as vesicles. Many but not all of these structures are clearly continuous with the tubulocisternal elements; all are characterized by the presence of internal tubular membranes, the significance of which is unclear. In contrast to the proposed artifactual myelin-like arrays in the spaces enclosed by the endosomal cisternae, we believe these internal membranes to be real structures. They are evident in our cryosections of fixed cells and also to some extent in unfixed, hydrated cryosections (McDowall et al., 1989) . We have noted similar structures in two other studies. In NRK cells 300-400-nm vesicles are labeled when various gold-conjugated endocytic markers are internalized at 20°C, and they appear to be proximal to the MPR-containing prelysosomal compartment (Grifliths et al., 1988) . Secondly, in nocodazole-treated BHK cells, very similar vesicles accumulate VSV-G protein which has been implanted into the plasma membrane by low pH fusion (Gruenberg et al., 1989) . The latter study demonstrated that these vesicles are structurally and functionally distinct from the tubulocisternal endosomes and, furthermore, suggested that they require functional microtubules for transport to a later stage of the endoeytic pathway. The kinetic data of Gruenberg et al. (1989) and Schmid et al. (1988) predicts that, after 15-min internalization, HRP will have gained access to two functionally distinct endosome compartments. Thus, the endosome vesicles may be involved in transport to the prelysosome/ lysosome compartments and thus may also, at least in part, be the morphological counterpart of the "late endosomes" in the study of Schmid et al. (1988) . Our volume density measurements, however, do not allow us to distinguish between these two compartments. It should also be noted that we made no attempt in our stereological analysis to distinguish between free vesicles and those in continuity with the tubular-cisternal parts of the endosomes.
The second increase in volume seen after 20 min of HRP internalization was interpreted by Steinman et al. (1976) to represent the filling of the secondary lysosome compartment. We would argue that in BHK ceils the compartment labeled at times later than 20 min corresponds to at least two distinct compartments, prelysosomes and lysosomes, that are both AcPase-positive. It is now becoming clear that this traditional marker for lysosomes is also present in at least two compartments that can be distinguished from lysosomes. The first of these compartments is the TGN (Novikoff and Novikoff, 1977; Hand and Oliver, 1984) which is primarily a component of the biosynthetic exocytic pathway rather than of the endocytic pathway (Grifliths and Simons, 1986) . Second, in NRK cells, chicken erythroblasts, and Madin-Darby canine kidney cells, the prelysosomal compartment also reacts significantly for AcPase. This prelysosomal compartment is distingaished from lysosomes by the presence of high concentrations of MPR and by the fact that it labels with endocytic markers at earlier times than do the lysosomes (Grifliths et al., 1988 ; Grifliths, G., R. Matteoni, R. Back, and B. Hoflack, submitted for publication; Parton et al., 1989) . The cytochemical demonstration of AcPase activity as well as the immunoeytochemical evidence for other lysosomal enzymes (Grifliths et al., 1988) is consistent with the notion that the prelysosomal compartment is the delivery site for newly synthesized lysosomal enzymes targeted from the TGN. Since our antibodies against MPR do not react with BHK cells we were unable to make the distinction between the prelysosomes and lysosomes in this study. Nevertheless, the similarity in structure between many of the AcPase-reacfive structures in the BHK cell and the MPR-emiched, AcPasepositive compartment in NRK cells strongly suggests that AcPase marks both lysosomes and prelysosomes in BHK cells.
After 2 h at 37°C the HRP-labeled structures represent 1.5% of the cytoplasmic volume. The total volume density of AcPase-reactive vesicular structures, excluding the TGN, was 3.5 %. Although this value may be an underestimate (for reasons given in Results) it is, nevertheless, at least twice the volume of HRP-labeled structures after 2-h labeling at 37"C. This suggests that a significant fraction of the total lysosome (or prelysosome) population did not receive HRP during this time. After 2-h labeling and a 2-h chase, however, the volume of the labeled structures increased to •3.8%, which suggests that the entire lysosome compartment is accessible to HRP, but only after relatively long periods of endocytosis.
The mechanism(s) by which ligands and content are transported from endosomes to lysosomes is not understood. Helenius et al. (1983) put forward two models. The first, the maturation model, proposes that early endosomes continually form by fusion of incoming endocytic vesicles and mature into lysosomes by processes that involve acidification, relocation of the organelles from the periphery to the perinuclear region, selective removal of nonlysosomal components from the maturing organelles, and simultaneous inclusion of lysosome components. The alternative theory is that endosomes exist as one or more stable compartments through which endocytosed membrane and ligands pass, and that transport to and from these preexisting endosomes occurs by vesicular transport. The experiments described here, together with much of the existing data, do not allow an unequivocal distinction to be made. However, we believe that our data are more consistent with the idea that incoming vesicles fuse with, and deliver their contents to, organelles of a preexisting early endosome compartment (see also de Chastellier et al., 1987) . In the alternative maturation model, in which coated vesicles would fuse together to assemble endosomes, it is hard to envisage how endosomes could maintain a constant volume and surface area between 2 and 15 min after the addition of HRP while allowing for a constant influx of fluid and, at the same time, for a concentration of the marker within endosomes. A further argument in support of a preexisting early endosome compartment is the three-dimensional complexity of these organelles that is evident in this study.
Our data enable us to estimate the total surface area of 1973) . Thus, the net export of newly synthesized membrane from the TGN appears to be in the same order of magnitude as the total amount of membrane that is exported. A striking conclusion, therefore, is that all of the membrane involved in transport from the TGN to the plasma membrane may be accounted for by the export of newly synthesized membrane rather than by recycling from the plasma membrane or endosomes.
In conclusion, our data indicate that the average BHK cell, with a volume of 1,400 #m 3 and a plasma membrane surface area of 2,200 #m 2, internalizes ,,o0.5 #m 3 of fluid per minute and delivers this into the endosomes, which from available kinetic data we argue comprises both the early endosomes and the later, putative endosome carrier vesicles. These organelles collectively have a total volume of 7 #m 3 and a relatively large peripheral surface area of 430 #m 2. Since each round of coated pits to coated vesicles takes 1 min to form, *35 #m 2 of surface would be internalized per minute, or about the equivalent of 8 % of the surface area of the early endosomes. The reaction product of HRP fills the whole of the early endosome compartment after 2 min of internalization and between 2 and 10 min the concentration of HRP increases in approximately linear fashion while the total volume of the labeled compartment remains constant (and does so for a further 5-10 rain). After 15-20 min HRP is detected in structures that react significantly with AcPase, which we consider to represent a mixture ofprelysosomes and lysosomes. The total volume of these distal structures is more than twice that of the early endosome compartment (although their peripheral surface areas are similar), and this value stays virtually constant until ,x,90-120 min after the addition of HRP. Finally, the data indicate that over a period of 4 h, the whole of the AcPase-reactive compartments (total volume, 37 #m a) become accessible to HRP.
